Kelley Park Committee

Monday, 4/27/20

Meeting Minutes

Present: Scott Doucette, Dorcas Gordon, Les Dion, Garth Woolsey

Christina Goodwin as meeting host!

Update on Quotes for Field Work: We have had quotes from Simple by Nature and Northern Dirtworks. We will not be getting quotes from Always Green or Merrills. Les will follow up with Halls Excavating as they wanted to bid and Scott will follow up with Morrison Construction. Garth suggests a conditioning mix that we can get by the pallet from Valley Green. It is Pro Choice Red and is $520/pallet. He said that his price includes skinning the field.

Current Projects to do: We discussed that the priority for this spring would be to get the tball field re-seeded for concerts and to line the basketball court for outdoor play. The basketball court was quoted at $1,675. The hoops are down right now but when they go back up it will get busy there. Les will bring these requests to the Select Board on 5/

Les reports that the Playground Maintenance Workshop that the Highway Department was attending has been postponed. Rick Alpers is certified to do a playground inspection.

We will need to get wood chips for the playground but will wait until it is opened back up.

We will need to make decisions on work on the Softball Field. It would be good to have Shane give input on the field needs.

Next Meeting: May 4, 2020 at 6 pm.

Respectfully Submitted, Les Dion